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Abstract

We study strong field dissociative molecular double ionization with momentum resolved quadru-

ple coincidence measurements, measuring the two electrons and two ionic fragments produced

with a coincidence velocity map imaging apparatus. We contrast measurements for two different

molecules. In one case, our measurements reveal anti-correlation in the momentum for the two elec-

trons. In the other we find no anti-correlation, indicating differences in the underlying ionization

dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strong field double ionization (DI) has been the focus of many investigations over the past

three decades [1–19] (see [20–22] for reviews). In particular, non-sequential double ionization

(NSDI) in an intense laser field has been of great interest since it directly probes electron

correlations. As a result of particle correlations and non-perturbative field interaction, one

can no longer invoke the single electron approximation (SAE) [23]. This makes theoretical

modeling difficult. To date, most efforts have been focused on the DI of rare gas atoms where

most observations can be well-explained by a simple semiclassical rescattering model[5, 24].

In this model, one electron is first liberated near the peak of the field and then accelerated

back by the alternating field to collide with the ion. With sufficient energy, it can directly

knock out a second electron, resulting in an (e, 2e) scattering event. If the energy is below

the second ionization potential, inelastic scattering can excite a second electron which is later

field-ionized. This second case is termed recollision excitation with subsequent ionization

(RESI) [16, 25–27]. Momentum resolved coincidence measurements which yield electron

joint momentum distributions (EJMD) [28] can help distinguish between recollision driven

excitation vs ionization.

The situation with molecules is more complicated, and the ionization dynamics are not

understood as well. A few studies have considered strong field DI of molecules, [28–36], but

there are very few momentum resolved coincidence measurements [37, 38] and no general

framework for understanding the dynamics. Unlike rare gas atoms, molecules have a richer

electronic structure which can play a significant role during NSDI. The valence electrons

in molecules that form molecular bonds have the lowest ionization potentials. They are

delocalized over two or several nuclei and tend to have a larger spatial extent compared

with electrons in atoms. This can complicate the rescattering process since the scattering

potential has a more structured landscape compared to an atom. In addition, due to the

larger spatial extent, when the first electron is liberated from a valence bond, it’s more likely

to scatter off other electrons on its way out. This can result in a ”shake-off” process, which

has been previously proposed to explain NSDI in atoms [39].

In a previous study, we observed enhanced DI yields in 1,3-cyclohexadiene (CHD, C6H8)

and 1,3-butadiene (C4H6) (both conjugated systems, with alternating single and double

molecular bonds), which was not found in two non-conjugated molecules: cyclohexane
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(C6H12) and cyclopentane (C5H10) [40]. Our measurements (including intensity dependent

measurements of the DI yield) indicated that DI takes place before the saturation of single

ionization, and hence is non-sequential. Here we present a further study on the dissociative

double ionization(DDI) of CHD with momentum resolved quadruple coincidence (2 ions and

2 electrons) measurements. The main goals of this present study are (1) to illustrate the

apparatus’ ability to record momentum resolved quadruple coincidences, which is technically

challenging and (2) more importantly, to describe the observation of distinct correlations

in the joint electron momentum distributions for electrons coming from different dissocia-

tion channels during double ionization. We report an interesting observation of dissociation

channel specific EJMD. For one channel we see a statistically significant anti-correlation in

the momenta for the two electrons. We argue that if the dissociation channel is determined

by the state of the dication after both electrons are removed, then the channel specific EJMD

provides information on which molecular orbitals participate in the DDI.

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

We make use of a newly developed apparatus for coincidence, which has been described

in detail in an earlier publication[41]. Briefly, using a Ti:sapphire amplifier in conjunc-

tion with filament-based spectral broadening and grating compression[42], we generate 9

fs (FWHM intensity) pulses at 1 kHz, centered around 750 nm. The laser pulses are fo-

cused into an effusive molecular beam in a velocity map imaging (VMI) apparatus (Figure

1), which maps the transverse momentum of a charged particle onto the position of the

detector[43]. By switching the voltages on the VMI plates using two DEI Scientific Pulse

Generators (< 25 ns rise/fall time), in sync with the arrival of the laser pulse, we collect

both electrons and ions for each laser shot with a single detector. The detector consists

of a dual stack of microchannel plates (MCP), a phosphor screen and a Tpx3Cam camera,

which is a novel time stamping optical camera with 1.5 ns resolution[44]. Compared to a

conventional COLTRIMS apparatus[28, 45], this camera based detector is much simpler and

can easily detect a relatively large number of charged particles directly, which is well suited

to many-particle coincidence measurements. Using a centroiding algorithm, we first identify

hits on the camera and save their position and time-of-flight (TOF) in the format of (x, y, t).

Then we convert the TOF of an ion to its longitudinal momentum and subsequently recover
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FIG. 1. Coincidence velocity map imaging (VMI) apparatus. Voltages on the VMI plates (Repeller

and Extractor) are switched to collect both electrons and ions generated from each laser shot. A

time stamping camera records all active pixels (signal above a threshold) as a list of x, y and time

of flight (TOF). For ions, the 1.5 ns resolution allows the conversion from TOF to momentum in

the z-direction, which, together with the spatial information (x, y) allows for the recovery of 3D

momenta. We then use this information to check if the detected two ions conserve momentum

and thus originate from a single molecule. Two electrons detected in coincidence with a pair of

momentum-conserving ions are considered as coming from a DI event.

its 3D momentum. Finally, for each laser shot, we check if there are (1) exactly two ion

fragments which constitute the whole molecule (e.g. C2H
+
4 and C4H

+
4 from C6H8) which

(2) conserve momentum, and (3) that there are exactly two electrons. If so, we consider

the two electrons measured in coincidence with these two ion fragments as coming from one

DDI event. The measurement of two fragments whose combined mass equals the parent ion

mass and conserve momentum provides a very strong constraint which effectively restricts us

to only DDI events. Under this constraint, the dominant contribution to false coincidences
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comes from the scenario where an additional single ionization event occurs, whose ion is not

detected and whose electron is detected instead of one of the electrons from the DDI event.

Based upon our average number of single and double ionization events per shot (∼ 0.5), and

our detection efficiencies for electrons and ions (50% and 30% respectively), we estimate

the false coincidence contributions to our data to be about 20% or less (see Appendix for

a detailed discussion). Since false coincidences will tend to decrease any correlations in the

EJMD, the actual correlations or anti-correlations are a little stronger than we observe in

our measurements. [46]

FIG. 2. Momentum distributions of momentum-conserving ion pair (C1Hx+, C5Hx+) (A) and

their corresponding electrons (C). (B) shows the joint momentum distribution(JMD) for (A) which

exhibit an anti-correlation as expected from momentum conservation. (D) shows the JMD for (C)

from which shows small but non-trivial anti-correlation.

Having measured the momentum of electron pairs resulting from DDI, we can plot the
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momentum of one electron vs the other, either parallel or perpendicular to the laser po-

larization. We consider electrons coming from three main fragmentation channels for dou-

bly ionized 1,3-cyclohexadiene (CHD, C6H8): C1C5(C1H
+
x , C5H

+
x ), C2C4(C2H

+
x , C4H

+
x ) and

C3C3(C3H
+
x , C3H

+
x ). The subscript x indicates an unspecified number of hydrogens, since

we do not discriminate between fragments with the same number of carbons but different

hydrogens. Figure 2 shows the 2D raw images for ions (A) and electrons (C) along with

their 3D joint momentum distributions (B,D) for the (C1H
+
x , C5H

+
x ) channel. The raw im-

ages show a cumulative momentum distribution of particles coming from laser shots which

generate exactly two ions and two electrons. We show in red those ion pairs that conserve

momentum and their corresponding electrons. In panel (A), there is a clear ring in which

the majority of the momentum conserved ion fragments fall. This is consistent with the fact

that momentum conserving C1H
+
x and C5H

+
x fragments have the same magnitude for their

momentum. More interestingly, the well defined kinetic energy release implies that most

dissociations initiate from a single (or several closely spaced) excited dicationic state(s) (the

ground state of the dication is non-dissociative). In addition, the isotropy of the distribu-

tion suggests that the ionization is not sensitive to the laser polarization, given that the

measurements are performed with linearly polarized laser pulses. This ion ring coming from

DDI has been observed before [40], and the fact that it is observed for some molecules and

not others suggests that the DDI mechanism depends on the specific electronic structure of

the molecule (e.g. conjugation). This motivates the study of the EJMD, shown in panel

(D). The anti-correlation observed in the EJMD implies that for the C1C5 fragmentation

channel, the two liberated electrons tend to fly away from each other.

In order to quantify this anti-correlation, we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient

(PCC) [47], also known as the normalized correlation coefficient, between the momenta of

two electrons along the laser polarization direction (px1 and px2):

PCC(px1, px2) =
cov(px1, px2)

σ(px1)σ(px2)
(1)

where cov is the covariance and σ is the standard deviation (we discuss more details of the

PCC calculation in Figure4 and the surrounding text). The PCC measures the amount of

linear correlation between two variables and takes on a continuous value between −1 and +1.

A PCC = ±1 implies perfect correlation or anti-correlation, respectively. PCC = 0 implies

no correlation, that is, the two variables are independent. For electrons measured in the C1C5
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FIG. 3. Comparison of EJMD from two molecules: C6H8 - (A), and CH2IBr - (C). By randomizing

the pairing of the two electrons we can generate histograms C6H8 - (B) and CH2IBr - (D), showing

the statistical significance of the anti-correlation quantified by the PCC (Corr coef). The Y-axis

labels the number of random pairings. Fitting the histogram with a Gaussian distribution, the

observed correlation coefficient in C6H8 is 3.5 σ away from the mean, 0, with a p-value of 0.0003.

In contrast, we see a smaller correlation in the EJMD for CH2IBr, with a p-value of just over

0.05.

channel, their momenta along the laser polarization direction has a PCC = −0.069. The

null hypothesis (i.e., no correlation) corresponds to PCC = 0. To quantify the statistical

significance of this observation, we generate a statistical distribution based on the data by

randomizing the pairing of the electrons from different laser shots. More precisely, starting

with the list of (px1, px2) obtained from coincidence measurement, we fix the ordering of
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px1 while randomly permute the ordering of px2 and calculate the PCC for the new pairing.

Panel (B) of Figure 3 shows the histogram of PCC generated by 20,000 random pairings and

the PCC of the real data. Assuming the null hypothesis follows a Gaussian distribution(ie.

fitting the histogram in Panel (B) to a Gaussian), a PCC = −0.069 corresponds to a 3.5-σ

observation. In comparison, the EJMD for bromoiodomethane, CH2IBr, associated with

the CH2Br+ and I+ channels ((C) and (D) in Figure 3) show a smaller correlation. This

comparison indicates that the anticorrelation we observe in EJMD for the C1C5 channel

of C6H8 is not due to a systematic error in our apparatus or analysis protocol, and shows

there are indeed interesting dynamics during the DI of C6H8. We also calculate the p-value,

which is a statistical measure of how significant an observation is [48]. The smaller the

p-value, the less likely the observation is random. Using 1,000,000 random pairings, we

calculate a p-value of 0.0003 for the C1C5 channel of C6H8 (in this case, 0.0003 is the area

under the Gaussian curve that’s outside of PPC = ±0.069) for C6H8, much less than the

commonly used threshold of 1%. A similar calculation of the p-value for the electrons in

coincidence with the I+ and CH2Br+ fragments from CH2IBr yields just over 0.05. This

further confirms the statistical significance of the measured anti-correlation in C6H8, and

motivates the idea that molecular DDI depends on the electronic structure of the molecule.

Here we explain the details of how we calculate the PCC and further examine the EJMD

for various dissociation channels. Since C6H8 shows an enhanced DI yield, and coincidence

measurements of DI usually suffers from low statistics, we focus on the results for C6H8. In

addition to the anti-correlation shown in the EJMD in panel (A) of Figure 3, we see that there

are large populations of electrons distributed around the x- and y-axis. These electrons may

result from RESI where the second electron is first excited by the recolliding electron and

then tunnels to the continuum with minimal energy near the peak of a subsequent half cycle.

This is a generic feature which we’ve observed in all fragmentation channels and for both

molecules. On the other hand, it’s likely that there is more than one mechanism at play,

and the resulting electrons have different momentum distributions. Momentum resolved

coincidence measurements allow for a highly differential study of the EJMD. In order to

take advantage of this, we set up two simple momentum filters to cut out low (around zero)

and high momentum electrons for the calculation of the PCC. An additional criterion is

to include as many electrons as possible for good statistics. The passing band is set to be

between 0.06 and 0.37 a.u. momentum, which is optimized for the C1C5 channel. Figure
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FIG. 4. Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) and electron joint momentum distribution (EJMD)

for all fragmentation channels in C6H8. The PCC for electrons originating from the same molecule

are indicated by the dark vertical bar, and the PCC for randomly paired electrons are displayed in

terms of a histogram with lightly shaded bars. The x-axis is the PCC and the y-axis is the number

of permutations/pairings. All histogram contains 20,000 random pairings. (A) px − px in C1C5

channel, x being the direction of laser polarization. (B) py − py in C1C5 channel. (C) px − px in

C2C4 channel. (D) py − py in C2C4 channel. (E) px − px in C3C3 channel. (F) py − py in C3C3

channel. The scales for the 6 EJMD insets are similar to those in Figure 3, but with different

ranges: [0 60] for panel (A), (C) and (E). [0 100] for panel (B), (D) and (F).

4 shows the PCC and a histogram obtained from random pairing for each fragmentation

channel for C6H8, both along and perpendicular to the laser polarization directions, similar

to panel (B) in Figure 3. The corresponding EJMD for each channel and direction are shown
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as insets. All EJMD have the same range as panel (A) in Figure 3. By comparing the inset

in panel (A) of this figure and panel (A) in Figure 3, one can see exactly where the cuts

are set. Note that in Figure 3, the PCC calculated are based on the filtered EJMD, even

though we show the whole momentum range in the EJMD.

Figure 4 shows that, in the above-mentioned momentum range, electron momenta along

the laser polarization measured in the C1C5 channel have a significant anti-correlation, which

is absent in the other two channels. Based on the kinetic energy release in panel (A) of Figure

2 (or [40]), we know that the fragments come from a high lying dissociative state of the

dicaton, and that this involves the removal of deeply bound electrons (i.e. the two electrons

cannot both come from the highest occupied molecular orbital)). If the first electron interacts

with the second electron in different ways depending on the orbital from which the second

electron is removed, and the creation of an electron hole in different orbitals is correlated

with different fragmentation channels, then we would expect a correlation between EJMD

and dissociation channel - i.e. different EJMD for different fragments. This suggests that

the electronic structure of the molecule could play an important role in DDI. We also observe

an anti-correlation perpendicular to the laser polarization (right panels). However, we note

that in this case since the majority of data points are located near the center (see Figure

3), which is excluded from the calculation, the PCC is calculated with lower statistics and

should thus be interpreted with caution.

III. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have carried out momentum resolved measurements of strong field

molecular double ionization. By detecting all 4 resulting particles in coincidence, we observe

an anti-correlation in the EJMD of C6H8, for a particular dissociation channel within a spe-

cific momentum range, and a lack of correlation in the case of CH2IBr. A detailed analysis

of the correlation statistics helps establish the significance of the anti-correlation and rule

out systematic issues. The measurements show that the EJMD for electrons associated with

different dissociation channels are distinct, indicating that the correlated electron dynamics

involved in producing different fragments are different. Since different dissociation channels

involved different molecular orbitals, our measurements indicate that the electron correlation

involved in molecular double ionization depends on the orbitals involved. We are currently
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working on calculations to interpret the measurements in detail.
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Appendix A: Appendix - False coincidence estimation

Here we discuss the coincidence probability and the leading false coincidence. We as-

sume both single ionization(SI) and double ionization (DI) follow Poisson distribution, with

independent mean λ = λ1 for SI and λ = λ2 for DI. n is the number of SI or DI events.

P (n) =
λn

n!
e−λ (A1)

Further assume the detection efficiencies are a and b for electron and ion, respectively.

Then for SI, the probability of detecting α electrons and β ions is

P1(α, β) = ΣnP1(n) · Cα
n (1 − a)n−αaαCβ

n (1 − b)n−βbβ

= (
a

1 − a
)α(

b

1 − b
)βΣnP1(n) · Cα

nC
β
n (1 − a)n(1 − b)n

(A2)

where Cα
n = n!/ (α! (n− α)!). Similarly, for DI, the probability is

P2(α, β) = ΣmP2(m) · Cα
2m(1 − a)2m−αaαCβ

2m(1 − b)2m−βbβ

= (
a

1 − a
)α(

b

1 − b
)βΣmP2(m) · Cα

2mC
β
2m(1 − a)2m(1 − b)2m

(A3)

However, P2(2, 2) contains both true and false coincidences, because the 2 electrons and

2 ions may not come from the same molecule. Considering only the true coincidence contri-

bution, we have:

Pture = P1(0, 0)P2,true(2, 2)

= C1C2λ2a
2b2

(A4)

where C1 = e−λ1+λ1(1−a)(1−b) and C2 = e−λ2+λ2(1−a)
2(1−b)2 .

Among all the false coincidence events, the leading contribution is the case when 1 electron

from an SI event is detected together with 1 electron and 2 ions from the same DI event. The

case when 2 ions come from different molecules are largely filtered out by the momentum

conservation filter. Thus:

Pleading false = C1C2 · 2 · λ1λ2(1 − a)(1 − b)a2b2

= 2λ1(1 − a)(1 − b) · Ptrue

(A5)
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